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§ 5. The groups of automorphisms of W and O[W] 
In this section we shall prove some theorems regarding the group 
G[W] of automorphisms of W and a certain subgroup of the group of auto-
. morphisms of the lattice O[W] of congruence relations of W. 
If A is some automorphism of W, A E G[W] and () some congruence 
relation of W then the binary relation 01 defined by 
x = y(mod O") if and only if x-'-1 == yA-1(mod 0) 
is a congruence relation of W again. Indeed it is clear that ()A is an equiva-
lence relation of W but it is also a congruence relation. To show this we 
suppose fIX to be some operation of W assigning to any ordered set of 
elements x1, x2, ••• , x .. , n=n(cx) of W an element f"'(x1, x2, ••• , x .. ) E W. 
Then we have, if xi - Yi(mod o"J:) that x;-1 = yf-1(mod 0) and thus 
I ( ~.-1 ~.-1 ,-1) _I ( ~.-1 ~.-1 ~.-1) ( dO) 
"' X1 , X2 ' · · ·, x.. = "' Y1 , Y2 ' · · ·' Yn mo 
or 
and thus 
I"' (xl' X2, · · ·, x .. ) == I"' (Yv Y2• .. ·, y .. ) (mod ()A). 
Thus the automorphism A defines a mapping J, ()-+ 01 of O[W] to itself. 
We shall show that this mapping is "onto". Indeed let() be some congruence 
relation of W, then we have (0"-1l=O since 
X== y (mod (().- 1)A) ~ xr 1 == yr1 (mod ()r 1) ~X== y (mod 0). 
Furthermore if 0~=0~ then we have 
x = y (mod 01) ~ xA == y" (mod 11~) ~ x" == y" (mod 11~) ~ x == y (mod 02) 
and thus 01 = 112 , which means that the mapping is one-one. If 01 < Oa 
then again it is not difficult to show that ()~ < ()~· and conversely that 
Of<()~ implies 111 < 112 • Finally if A1 and ~ are any two automorphisms 
of W then we have 
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X="Y (mod eA,A,) <--+ xCA,A,l- 1 ="YcJ.,A,>- 1 (mod e)<--+ (a;Aa - 1)A. - 1 ="(yAa - 1)A•-1 (mod e) 
1 1 - -- - - -
<-+xA·- ="0- (mod eA•) <-+X="Y (mod eA•Aa) and thus A1 A2=A1 A2• 
From the preceding discussion we infer the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.1 
The mapping A-+ I is a homomorphic mapping of G[m:] onto a sub-
group G'[O[m:]] of the group G[O[m:]] of automorphisms of O[m:]. 
An automorphism A of an algebra m: is called a regular automorphism 
if eX= e for every e E O[m:]. 
In case m: is a group @ then it is clear that the class of regular auto-
morphisms of @ contains the class of inner automorphisms. It will appear 
that several theorems of grouptheory on inner automorphisms hold true 
if one replaces the term "inner automorphism" by the term "regular 
automorphism". BAER [2] has introduced this class of automorphisms 
first, but only in case of groups. He termed them "normal automorphisms", 
but this term is now generally used for automorphisms of a group which 
are interchangeable ;with every inner automorphism of the group. It is 
evident that that the class of inner automorphisms can be a proper sub-
class of the class of regular automorphisms of a group but it would be of in-
terest to characterise the regular automorphisms for at least some classes of 
groups (abelian groups?). 
We note that the class of regular automorphisms R[m:] of an algebra 
m: is a normal subgroup of G[m:] and we infer from Theorem 5.1 the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 5.2 
G[m:]/R[m:] ""'G'[O[m:]] 
A congruence relation e of an algebra m: is called characteristic with 
respect to the automorphism A of m:, if e1. <.e. A congruence relation e of m: 
is characteristic if it is characteristic with respect to all automorphisms 
of m:. We state the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3 
If A is some automorphism of m: then the set of all congruence relations 
of m: which are characteristic with respect to A is a complete sublattice, 
of O[m:] which we denote by OA[m:]. 
Proof. 
If {e"}' IX E A is a set of congruence relations which are characteristic 
with respect to A, then we have 
(.~ eoi = ! e! < ! e,. 
<¥E.A <¥E.A 
and dually. 
Remark. If A ER[m:] then OJ.[m:]=O[m:]. 
We also establish the following theorem. 
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Theorem 5.4 
The set of all characteristic congruence relations of an algebra ll{ is 
a complete sublattice of O[llt], being the set-theoretic intersection of 
all O,t[llt], every A E G[llt]. 
Proof. 
If () is characteristic then it is characteristic for every A E G[ll!] and 
hence 
() E n O,t [llt] and clearly if () E n O,t [llt] 
.ieG['!lJ .ieG['llJ 
then () is characteristic. 
Finally we state the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.5 
If a is an element of ll{ satisfying the property that Sa(()) is a subalgebra 
of ll{ for every () E O[llt] then Sa(()) and Sa(()~ are isomorphic for every 
() E O[llt] and for every A E G[llt]. 
We omit the proof. 
Remark. If in particular ll{ has a one-element subalgebra then any 
two S(()) and S(()1) are isomorphic. 
§ 6. Direct decompositions of algebras 
In this section we shall prove a theorem on finite and infinite unions 
of an algebra any two congruence relations of which are permutable and 
with a selected one-element subalgebra l. This theorem is a generalisation 
of some theorems on finite and infinite direct unions of groups and of a 
theorem of BIRKHOFF [3] on finite unions of general algebras. 
Theorem 6.1 
If ll{ is an algebra, any two congruence relations of which are permutable 
and with a selected one-element subalgebra 1 and 
(i) if {e .. }, a<. E A is some set (finite or infinite) of congruence relations 
of llt, such that 1*(),. = 1 then 
"EA 
where for every 0(. E Al, e: = 1 (){J· 
{JeA, 
P*'" 
Thus in particular S(() .. ) ,......, 1lt ()~ for every a<. EA. 
(ii) if ()v ()2, ••• , ()n, is some finite set of congruence relations such that 
n n 1(), = 1*(), 
•-1 •-1 
then 
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Proof. 
(i) We infer from Theorem 4.1 that 
I* fJIX/( I* fJIX) (I* fJIX) ~I* fJ,.+ I* fJIX/ I* fJ,. 
.:xe.A.1 a.e .. 4} or:E.A.t-' a:EA1 t:tE.th' or:EAt' 
where A~ means the set-theoretic complement of A1 in A. 
Now I* fJ,+ I* fJa = l, I* fJa = IT* o: and I* Oa =IT* fJ~ according 
eXEAt c:xeA11 a.eA 1 or:E.A.1' tXE.AJ' a.EAt 
to Theorem 1.1 and thus 
(I* o,) ( I* o,.) = IT* o: ITo:= ITo: = IT* o~ = o 
aeA1 or:eA1 ' li.E.A.t' or:EAt xe.A or:eA 
according to Theorem 1.2 and thus since S ( l) = Ill we obtain 
s ( I* o ,) ""' Ill 11* rl 
aeA1 a:eA1 IX 
(ii) We prove the isomorphism first for two congruence relations 
fJ1 and fJ2 , fJ1 + fJ2 ~ fJ1 EB fJ2 • Then we must prove S(fJ1 EB fJ2) ""'S(fJ1) X S(fJ2). 
We map S(fJ1 EB fJ2) to S(fJ1 ) X S(fJ2) by x--+ (x1 , x2) for every x E S(fJ1 EB fJ2), 
where x1 and x2 are determined by xfJ2x1fJ11 and xfJ1x2fJ2l. x1 and x2 always 
exist since x(fJ1 + fJ2)l. This mapping is one-one. Indeed suppose (x1, x2) = 
= (Yv y2) hence xfJ2x1fJ11, yfJ~1fJ1 l, xfJ1x2fJ21 and yfJ1x2fJ2l. Then it follows that 
xfJ2Y and xfJ1y and thus xfJ1fJ2y but fJ1fJ2 = 0 which implies x= y. The 
mapping is also"J"onto". If x1fJ1 l and x2fJ2 l then x1fJ1 'fJ2x2• From this it 
follows x1(fJ1 +fJ2)x2 and thus x1(fJ2 +fJ1)x2• Thus there exists an x1 such 
that x1fJ2xfJ1x2• Hence xfJ2Z1_fJ1 l and xfJ1x2fJ2l. From this it is also follows 
that x(fJ1 +fJ2)l or x ES(fJ1 +fJ2) and that the image of xis (x1, x2). Finally 
it is not difficult to prove that the mapping is an isomorphic mapping. 
This completes the proof for n = 2. 
Now for n>2 we have 
S(fJ1 EB fJ2 EB ... EB On) ~ S[(01 EB 02 EB ... EB 0n_1) EB fJ,.] ~ 
S(01 EB fJ2 EB ... EB fJn_1) X S(fJn) ,..._, . ,..._, 
S(fJ1) X S(02) X ... X S(fJ,.), 
applying the preceding result for n = 2. 
Remark to (i). From the proof of Theorem 4.1 it follows that if 
x E S(I*O,.) that the image of x in Ill IT* O' is the residue class of Ill 
<>EA, " 
a EAt 
modulo IT*fJ~ in which x is lying. This means in particular that the 
t<EA, 
mapping determined by the isomorphism S(O,.) ~ 1![8~ maps any x E S (0,.) 
on the residue class of Ill modulo fJ~ in which x is lying. 
We infer from the preceding theorem the following corollary. 
Corollary (also see [3]). 
(i) If for some set {0.,}, ~ E A, I 0,.= I *0" then for every finite 
"'EA <>EA 
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subset of {0,.}, say 01, 02, 0 0 0, 0,., we have 
S(01 ffi 02 ffi o o o ffi 0,.) '"""S(01) X S(02) X o o o X S(O,.) 
(ii) If for some set {0,.}, x E A, ~*0,.= 1, then for every finite subset 
<XEA 
of {0,.}, say Ov 02, 000, 0,., we have 
S (()1 ffi ()2 ffi o o o ffi 0,.) ~ S (01) X S (02) o o o X S (0,.) ,...,_ 
'""" 2!e1' e,'o .. e,.' 2!81, x 2!8,, X o o o x 2!8,., 
• (iii) If in particular ~*()• = 1 then 
i=1 
2re1' X 2!o,, X o o o X 2!8,., '""" 2fo1 , 8,, eu' 0 0 o 
Theorem 6o2 (also see [3]) 
The representations of an algebra 2! any two congruence relations of 
which are permutable as a finite direct union 2! = 2!1 X 2!2 X o o o X 2!,. 
correspond one-one with the sets of congruence relations ()1, ()2, 0 00, 0,., 
" satisfying _L*Oi= 1 and such that 2!, '"""S(Oi) '"""2!8., for i= 1, 2, 000, n. 
i=l i 
Proof. 
We determine the congruence relation 0~ by x = y(mod ()~) if and 
only if x= [xv x2 , 000, x,.] andy= [Yv y2 , .oo' y,.] have the same i-component 
x,=y •. Then it follows ITO;=o and 2!ei,'""" 2!i. Again it follows from 
t=l 
n n n 
Theorem 1.3 that if we define ()i by 0•= ITOi that ~*Oi= ~*Oi= 1 and 
i=I i-1 i-1 
i*i 
again from Theorem 5.2, S(Oi) ~ 2!8.,=2!i • 
• 
Remark 1. If for some set {0,,}, x E A,~()"'= ~*0,. then we say that 
<>:EA <XEA 
S(~*O"') is a direct (finite or infinite) union of the subalgebras S(O"'). We 
<XEA 
also say that S(~*()"') has a direct decomposition into the subalgebras 
<XEA 
S(O"'). 
Remark 2. Theorem 6.1 yields the well-known results for finite and 
infinite direct decompositions of (operator) groups [9]. Since we have 
already observed that any two congruence relations of a relatively com-
plemented lattice are permutable, Theorem 6.1 can also be applied to 
this kind of lattices. We note that any element a of a relatively comple-
mented lattice L is a one-element subalgebra of .L with respect to sum and 
product. 
Furthermore we have that for every congruence relation 0 of L, Sa(()) 
is relatively complemented again. Indeed if p and q E Sa( 0), p.;;:; q then the 
interval [p, q] E S,.(O). This follows from a lemma of BmKHOFF ([3], p. 22]. 
Thus if for some relatively complemented lattice L there exists a set of 
congruence relations {0,.}, x E A, such that ~*0,.= 1 then L is the direct 
"'EA 
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union of the sublattices Sa(O.,) which are relatively complemented again 
and where a is an arbitrary element of L. 
Finally if L is a complemented modular lattice, then again any two 
congruence relations are permutable since a complemented modular 
lattice is relatively cimplemented. Now a sublattice of a complemented 
modular lattice is always modular but not always complemented. How-
ever, [if for some set {0,.}, IX E A, I*0,.1 =, then every Sa(O,.) is a homo-
<>EA 
morphic image of L for every a E L, hence it is complemented again. 
Thus L is the direct union of the complemented modular sublattices 
Sa(O). This also implies that Theorem 6.1 is applicable to Boolean algebras. 
Purdue University 
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